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Site," RHO-BW-ST-19-P, dated March 1983 (referred to below as
ST-19). ST-19 is a key document for the BWIP site. Our
technical review and evaluation of ST-19 was identified by the
NRC/PM (in concurrence with the LLNL project manager) as an
action item at the August 17-18 meeting.

Our review and technical evaluation of ST-19 is somewhat
lengthy, but necessary. The ST-19 compiles and characterizes
data which were available before May 1982 about the tectonic
stability of the WIP site. The collection and integration of
these data is difficult; ST-19 is a useful document reviewing
most of the vital information about the area. We feel that
ST-19 is more comprehensive than earlier ones for the Reference
Repository Location Site, where the database is extensive.
However, the ST-19 is less definitive and less complete for
some of the regional relationships which have not received as
much attention or study by the Rockwell-Hanford Operations
group. We feel that focus on selected regional and site
soecific data is needed to resolve issues that are relevant to
the site.
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Review Comments on

Preliminary Interpretation of the Tectonic Stability of the

Reference Repository Location, Cold Creek Syncline, Hanford Site

RHO-6W-ST-19P - March, 1983

GENERAL OMMENTS

This report compiles and characterizes data about the tectonic stability of

the BWIP site which was available before May, 1982 (in spite of the March,

1983 report date). The collection and integration of these data is difficult

and this document is a useful review of most of the vital information about
the area. This report is more comprehensive than earlier ones for the
Reference Repository Location (RRL) Site, where the database is extensive.
However, it is less definitive and less complete for some of the regional

relationships which have not received as much attention or study by Rockwell

Hanford Operations (RHO). Focus on selected regional and site spcific data is

needed to resolve issues that are relevant to the Site.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

The major emphasis of this and preceding RHO studies and reports has been on

the variability in thickness of the basalts and their intervening sedimentary
members as a function of source areas, Pasco Basin development, and the timing

relative to major anticlinal folds of the Columbia Plateau. The evaluations

from selected, scattered boreholes and surface expression in the Saddle
Mountain, Gable Mountain and Untanum Ridge areas have been the focus of

general as well as detailed jointing, petrochemical, and structural studies.

These and associated studies have led to a better understanding of jointing

features of the Columbia Plateau and their terminology. In spite of these

studies, however, there are unexpected variations in thickness, fracture

pattern and hydrologic character of the basalt at the proposed repository area

(see USGS, May 6, 1983, comments in their review report). Our review of

compilations of borehole thickness show relations that may not fully support



the position presented in the RHO report. Detailed questions and comments

follow, perhaps more detailed explantions or compilations ill explain some of

the geologic relations.

Many of the figures present ata that are for the Study Area only (Figires 3_

through 5-iC). These do not analyze the relations for the nearest major

geologic structure, tne Cle Elumh-Wallula, or RAW structure triat both affects

the southwestern edge of te Study Area and is much closer to the Reference

Repository Location than most of the Ratlesnake Ridge area. The mj:h thicker

sections sown beneath Ra:tlesnake Ridte do not aree with the basic concepts

that are presented for te Cold Creek Svr.:ne or anticlinal sructures to tnf

north.

On Regional Relationship:

The geologic interpretations need to in:'Lude more regional data along tne Ce

Elem-Wallula structure. Much of this data has been collected by Washington

Public Power Supply System and Puget Sound Power and Light and their

consultants, or by the NRC. These data need to be evaluated and integrated

with RHO compilations that emphasize areas to the north.

Tectonic Setting -- The rate of tectonic evolution of this region is low, as

is shown especially by many RHO reports and investigations. The relatively

low rates of activity calculated by RHO and shown for the Cold Creek Syncline

area are based mainly on the character of deposits at the Site, and at Umtanum

and Saddle Mountain anticlines to the north. The relationship to a major, and

even nearer structure along the Cle Elum-Wallula or RAW trend, the Rattlesnake

Mountain structure, requires further investigation. The very high hypsonetric

values for formations within Rattlesnake Mountain relative to the Site suggest

major differences in timing of structural deformation, geographic focus in

deformational activity, southwestward sloping of basaltic deposition relative

to Pasco Basin, and penecontemporaneous relations that are used within this

document. These need to be more fully discussed and related to the Site.
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The collection of specific data on the nature of RAW, its parameters, timing

and tectonic character is needed to properly evaluate stability and seismic

potential at the Reference Repository Location. The resolution of these

issues on RAW are needed to provide more accurate data on the seismotectonic

influence of RAW and o place appro:riate error bands on the determinations

that are made.

Seisnotectonic Character -- Te sismnotectonic cha:acter of this region is

explored n a variety of papers and by use of different models or

assuptions. These studies in:lude specific studies and regional seismic

hazard and exposure studies for te Hanford area, which are tabulated, but are

not evaluated by the R studies. Tne maximum esign earthquakes are based on

correlations that need to be evaluated for the Reference Repository Loc . .on.
This Is not done in this or other RHO reports. The maximum earthquakes for

RAW, or parts of RAW, inclute estimates of Ms up to magnitude 6.5 to 7, and

the sructure is ma ed to within about 10 km of the Site Area (see maps of

Figures 4-3 to 4-6; note errors in scales). Campbell and Bentley (1981) and

Slemmons (in USNRC, 1983) provisionally assign higher magnitude values to the

Yakima fold belt, which extends westward from near Rattlesnake Mountain to the

Cascade Range. The attenuation from sources to repository structures is not

evaluated in this report.

Previous Recommendations - The LLNL recommendations 1 to 7, in our letter of

April 27, 983, have not been resolved in the RHO report. These

recommendations will require further research by RHO and these and related

issues should be evaluated in future studies.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON DOCUMENT

Executive Sumnary

As indicated, the interpretation of the available data is preliminary.

Uncertainties will need to be addressed during the detailed site

characterization. With this in mind, the Executive Summary is a brief status

report of current thinking about the tectonic stability of the site.
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Page v, Bullet 2: The suggested lack of hypocenter alignment with faults is

somewhat misleading and strnnger than the seismological data indicate. Many

small earthquakes of this area show a crude alignment along or near

anticlinal-fault structures (see Ficure 6-3). The low regional seismicity, or

the possiblity of lw to horizontal dips of faults, or the long recurrence

intervals may provide the weak correlation between earthquake epicenters and

faults or folds. The use of stereograpnic plots similar to that used by

Reasenberg and Ellsworth (1982) might emphasize or clarify the weak

correlations shown by present data.

Page v Bullet 5: Lack of seism.icty is common before many large earthquakes,

bWt may be well expressed during aftershock or creeping phases of activity.

Thus, the apparent lack of historical activity may not indicate absence of

tectonic activity for this zone.

Chapter 1. Rational and Approach for a ecto-'- Stability Assessment of the

Reference Repository Location

This well written chapter selects (but not exclusively) seven criteria for

tectonic stability. In addition, it selects a period of 10,000 years into the

future for stress and strain projections and 15 million years from the past

for data to be used as input to the tectonic model.

Page 1-5, Para. 3: The goal of establishing a conceptual tectonic model for

the EWIP Site is admirable, but unless this is definitive, end other models

can systematically be rejected, the use of multiple models (as indicated in

Chapter 7) may be required for current analyses.

Page 1-7, Para. 1: This might be more conservative if it indicated that

geologic processes may not continue at uniform rates and that catastrophic

events need to be considered.

Chapter 2. Geologic Summary of the Columbia Plateau

This chapter sets a scene but leaves so much out that it is not clear if it
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really helps. The Introduction basically suggests that you read the cited

references. The Pasco Basin sulmnary lac!(s any detail, or even an

illustration, on either the cross structures that define the RL or the

interflows that are candidate horizons.

Page 2-3, Fig. 2-2: Tis somewnat dated figure provides a misleading

impression of plate movement. The north arrow is incorrect and the North

American Plate is not fixer. Vectorial resolution of the movements would be

more useful for gaining the big picture.

Page 2-4, Fig. 2-3: This figure is not consistent with Figure 5-2 (page 5-5)

for interbeds and/or basalt members. Is there an issue in the differences in

the srati;ra:hy snown in the two sections?

Pace 2-5, Para. 1: Shoujld the term Te.tiay" be replaced by "Cenozoic"? Tne

discussions in other parts of the text suggest that the processes which caused

the Pasco Basin were operative in the Pleistocene a; probably during the

Holocene.

Page 2-5, Para. 2: Do the possible features of northwest trend suggest

lineaments or major structures, active or otherwise, that affect stability and

groundwater circulation at the Site? Expand, name or delineate, and -

characterize the nature of these northeast- or northwest- trending

structures. Does this conflict, or possibly conflict, with the statement on

page 2-5 that "The reference repository location is one of these masse of

intact rock,"?

Page 2-6, Fig. 2-4:

Section A-A' -- Why was the line bent to the east over the Yakima Ridge

structure where borehole data should be available on the line (i.e.,

borehole RRL-2 of Figure A-8 in draft SCA)? This bend tends to minimize,

in the cross-section, the visual impact of folding of Yakima Ridge.
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How does a relative gravity high beneath the Pasco Basin within an area of low

gravity accompany the thin crust interpretation?

Page 2-11, Para. 1: Te low historical seismicity appears to be related to

the relatively low tectonic activity, but there is a low historical level

along many active faults and in tectonically active zones. Many Columbia

Plateau ea:thquakes tend to be on or near the Yakima fold belt and other

anticlines or their associated faults. Correlations assume high angle faults,

but the dispersal of activity could be near neohorizontal faults. The largest

earthquake, the Milton-Freewater earthquake in 1936 of about Ms = 5.7 had an

epicenter near the un:tion of the Hite fault and the Cle Elum-Wallula (RAW)

zone of deformation, an: that zone passes within ten km of the proposed Site.

This relationship should be noted here and discussed in the text and/or the

appendices.

Pages 2-12 & 13, Fig. 2-6 & 9: The seisnicity shown on these figures Is

different than on Figure 6-3. Why are these maps different in what they show?

Page 2-15, Para. 2: The normal faults are associated with reverse faults and

scarps that are listed by NRC (1983, p. 2-37; Slemmons, in USNRC, 1983).

These scarps may be associated with large Holocene earthquakes and suggest

that part or all of the Yakima e' aelt is tectonically active.

Page 2-20, Para. 2: The greater thickness of the Wanapum Basalt In the

Rattlesnake Mountain area than at the Site suggests that this fold may not

have een contemporaneous with the Saddle Mountain anticline. The data

suggests a possible southwestward extension of the Pasco Basin at anapum

time, and a more recent, post-Grande Ronde origin of this structure. Has this

possibility been evaluated for the character, style and timing of deposition

and deformation at Rattlesnake Mountain?

Page 2-21, Para. 1: Data and diagrams presented in text suggest that

anticlinal folding cannot be demonstrated until after Saddle Mountain time.

On hat data is deformation in early Wanapum time based?
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Pa;e 2-21, Para. 3: Because strain rates are calculated on the assumption

that the Yakima Fold Belt was developing penecontemporaneously with the Saddle

Mountains, further proof is necessary or strain rates must be made more

conservatively.

The thinning f the Selah interbed suggests deformation but is not conclusive

of deformation. Interbeds are reported to be of va:iable thickness in

synclines and undeformed areas. What other interbeds change in thickness at

the structure and what data shows this?

Plate 2-1 & 2: It would help if tnese plates hat latitude and longitude

and/or township and anoe information on them. It ,would also be useful to have
the Reference Repsitcy Location marker on all maps as it is on Plate 2-2.

Chater 3. Regional Geologic Setting of the Columoia Plateau

A brief background on the difficult problem of determining, from a regional
setting, what types of geologic structures may exist below the basalt. As

indicated (page 3-1, 1st paragraph), "The potential for displacement on such
possible stuctures beneath the basalt needs to be assessed." Many questions
are unanswered, such as the reason the east-west trend of folds and faults in
the Yakima Fold Belt (so important to the Site) are not obvious in the major
structures surrounding the plateau (page 3-5, rd paragraph). The conclusion
(pane 3-12) is that the determination of the structures beneath the Pasco
Basin wil depend on the Interpretation of geophysical data.

Chanter 4. Pre-Columbia River Basalt Group Stratigraphy and Structure in
the Central Pasco Basin
(Including) Appendix A - Geophysical Methodology and Observations

Any attempt to explain the structure in the Pasco Basin by an overlay of
geohysical data would be difficult. The lack of borehole control for
geophysical interpretations of deep structures leaves room for many different
models that could all fit the same data. Although BWIP has proceeded to the

modeling step (4 of page 4-2), it is still necessary to evaluate the need for
new data and interpretations to determine the most realistic structural models.
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Pages 4-5 to 9, Figs. -3 to 7: The scales are about 1/2 actual.

Page 4-9, Fig. -7: This map is misleading in that; 1) positive and negative

anomalies (isnpach or hypsometric) are not differentiated, 2) the two western

anomalies re bth of the same nature, yet have two gradients shown and the

two eastern anomalies are opposite in nature, but only show one gradient, and

3) some a3-alies are not shown.

Page 4-10, Table -1, Anomaly #': Quote, "Corresponds with Rattlesnake Hills

structure." This is true but the anomaly is oposite to present topography,

therefore it corresponds geographically with Rattlesnake Hills structure but

not from a hypsometric or isopachic standpoint.

Page 4-11, Bullet 3: The word conservative should be defined or deleted.

Page 4-1b, Para. : In the definition of Type I, it should be stated that

jeep and shallow structures are not only "not vertically continuous", but in

laces (e.g., Rattlesnake Hills) actually oppose each other.

Page 4-16, Para. 3: It is true that some of the Yakima folds may be

exemplified by Untanum Ridge, but certainly other types are known, e.g.,

Rattlesnake HAlls. This needs a detailed discussion.

Page 4-18, Bullet : Hbw can pre-basalt structure and stratigraphy influence

Yakima folds when opposite relationships can be demonstrated for folds, i.e.,

in Gable Mountains Layer 3 is high, and in southeast Rattlesnake Hills Layer 

is low?

Chapter 5. Constraints on Tectonic Models as provided from Strain Rates

(Including) Appendix B - Methodology for Computer Assisted

Determination of Rates of Deformation

This integration of basalt extent and thickness with the concept of a constant

regional paleoslope highlights the anomalous features in the Pasco Basin

area. The analysis needs to be extended to the south and west of the Site to

illustrate some of the limitations of these data.
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Page 5-5, Para. 1: Table 1 is from measured section boreholes shown in Plates

111-5, 1 and 2 of RHO-6WI-ST-4. Because of the small vertical exageration the

measurements are probably only correct to about 20 feet.

*An nte .retation of these data could,be minor thinning of Wlanapum basalt

except in Rattlesnake Hills, minor thinning to thickening of the Ellensburg

Formation nterned between the basalt formations except at Saddle Mountains

where it is pinched out, and no discernable change in Saddle Mountains basalt

(the youngest unit) except at Saddle Mountains, where it thins somewhat.

This certainly is not "consistent" thinning and in fact may show consistent

thickenino over some structures (e.g., 134 feet of thickening over Rattlesnake

Hills).

Because of these data, strain rates calculated between the Cold Creek Syncline

and the Rattlesnake Hills and U.ntanurm Ridge structures are probably In error.

Should these rates be calculated from flow top or interbed top data from

boreholes? What microstrain units are obtained from these?

Page 5-6, Fig. 5-3: Thrust faults are indicated on the legend, known on

several anticlines, but are not shown on the map.

Page 5-7, Para 1: Quote, "Because the flows thin over ridges and less often

pinch out on the flank, ... " This is not proven for all flows and data

suggests (Figure 2-4, RSL- 1 borehole) that this may not be the case for some

folds (e.g., Rattlesnake Mcuntain). Strain rates for elevations of basalt in

Rattlesmake Mountain and Cold Creek Syncline need to be calculated using flow

base elevations, which would negate the effect of subsidence at Rattlesnake

Mountain in Miocene times. This may increase observed strain rate by 200X.

Page 5-7, Para. 3: Extrapolation of paleoslope into Pasco Basin may be in

error if deformation at Rattlesnake Mountain was occurring in the Miocene.

This may be indicated by isopach maps of Layer 2 and the top of Layer 3

(Figures 4-3 and 4-5).
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Table 1.

Thickness of Thickness of Thickness of Structure
Borehcle Saddle M1tns. Wanapum interbed o on which
Number basalt flows basalt flows Ellensburg borehole

(and interbeJs Formation be- is located
of Ellensburg tween Saddle
Formation) Vtns. and Wa

napum flows

DC-4/S 748' 1142' 118'

DB-11 472' not 157' P_
measured

DC-3 709' 1102' 157'

DC-7/8 827' 1102' 79'

DB-14 826' not 118' Yakima Ridge
measured

RSH-1 591' 1260' 118' Rattlesnake
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hills

DC-6 669' 1023' 79" Umtanum Ridge

DH-4 J 433' 1023' -0- Saddle Mtns.

(average) 657' 1126'
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Page 5-8, Fig. 5-4: This map only shows selected boreholes. Need a map and

data from all available boreholes in and near Pasco Basin, or change the

caption to read "Selected Borehole Location Map".

Page 5-14, Para. : Should include Rattlesnake Mountain as one of the

prominent features in the area, even if the total anomaly is not shown,

because what portions are shown indicates this area is the greatest in

disagreement.

Page 5-14, Para 4: The data density for the top-of-basalt on the ridges,

where it is exposed, should be better than in the syncline, where only

borehole data exist. Why are the syncline top-or-,basalt measurements thought

to be better known?

Pages 5-15 to 17, Figs. 5-8 to 10: Expand the aea to inzlude Rattlesnake

Mountain.

Page -18, Para. 2: Quote, "Several minor anomalies between the observed and

theoretical top-of-basalt maps (figure 5-10) occur in Cold Creek Syncline."

Examples shown are true but give anomalies of about 500 feet and -200 feet

differences. If the Rattlesnake Mountain data were included, between DC-8 and

the Mountain an anomaly in excess of 2000 feet may exist if the trend of

contours toward the Mountain continues. There is now about 3000 feet of

difference, this is not a minor anomaly.

Within the area chosen to plot, anomalies as great as 1000 feet exist, twice

what is shown by the examples in the text (i.e., Yakima Ridge to Cold Creek

Valley depression).

Page 5-19, Bullet 1: Not all Yakima folds were growing in Grande Ronde time.

Uplift rate on folds did not decline in early Miocene for all folds. See text

for discussion of Rattlesnake Mountain.

Page 5-19, Bullet 2: Nt all growth concentrated on Early Miocene

structures. See text for discussion of Rattlesnake Mountain.
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Chapter 6. Contemporary Deformation in the Pasco Basin Area of the Central

Columbia Plateau

This discussion does not evaluate the issue of whether or not the RAW, or Cie

Elum-Wallula trend, is fault-controlled, and if so what fault tyoes are

present at depth and what are fault parameters and design earthquake values?

The potential for "floating" or random earthquakes is not assessed. The

proximity to the Yakima fold belt is not defined in a province maD and the

seismic potential, active structurets) and design earthquake values are not

estimated for effect on stability a the Site.

Page 6-8, Fig. 6-3: The caption on this figure does not indicate the period

of instrumental recording.

Page 6-9, DEEP EARHOUAS: The oresence of deeper earthquakes suggests that

there is tectonic activity in this aea. The activity is low, which is

compatible with the geologic data. This low rate, with the long recurrence

intervals shown by the geologic data indicate that the historical
seismological events may have limited use for delineation of earthquake

structures.

Page 6-12, FOCAL MECHANISMS: This section is a useful compilation, hut

scatter in the limited data (Table 6-2) shows anomalies or scatter in
orientation of compression axes.

The possible right-oblique slip suggested in the last sentence of page 6-14 is

also suggested is some of the models (see Slemmons, in USNRC, 1982).

Page 6-15, RECURRENCE RELATIONSHIPS: The recurrence interval relationships,

shown by the small earthquakes used for this useful analysis, may or may not

fit the data for larger earthquakes of this area.

Page 6-29, SUMMARY: The field fault and fold relationships along the

Rattlesnake-Wallula alignment has not been assessed by RHO and definitive data

to support the position suggested by the first paragraph has not been
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evaluated by both geologic and seismologic data. This is a critical geologic
(and pcssibly seis-ologic) structure that bounds the southern edge or the
Ref erence Repository Location. The lack of a complete evaluation precludes the
possib.lity of masong definitive judgments of the stability at the Site. This

section has not been closely integrated with Chapter 7.

CnaIter 7. A Revie4 of Tectonic Models of the Columbia Plateau and Pasco
Basin

This s an excellent review o current regional and local models and the main

areas a! agreement and disagreement. Major differences in models provide great
variation in seismic exposure and future stability at the Site. The present

majzr eror bands will persist until basic tectonic-seismic issues are

resolved.

Page 78, Para. 3: Avoiding the lassification of thin- and thick-skinned

tectonics does not preclude dismissal of the question of regional or at least

large-scale local decollements, either between basalt flows or between the

basalt and underlying rocks. A third bullet to address the question of
decollements, whether shallow or deep, should be added. Models such as Bruhn

(19a1) shown in Figure 7-3 (bottom) and Price (1982) shown in Figure 7-4

(bottom) indicate decollement at a shallow depth (to a few thousand feet) may
riot only be present, but prevalent. Decollements below unthrust faulted

anticlines help geometric relationships at shallow depths to avoid plastic

* deformation of brittle material (basalt) without significant geopressure.

Caggiano states on page 8-1 (2cd paragraph) that some slip may occur along

* layer boundaries. If this slip extends outside of the fold, this is a

decolle-ent, and present data is insufficient to rule out this possibility.

Disking of borehole cores in synclinal areas indicates sufficient horizontal

stresses exist in flat lying strata to accomplish decollement, and hypocentral

depth of earthquakes appeals to decrease as a log function down fault plane

dip on some faulted anticlines.
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Chapter 8. A Preliminary Assassment of the Tectonic Stability of the

Refe:en:e Repository Location

This short chapter indicates that several important questions aout tectonic

stability need additional study (ages 8- & 6). Without these studies, the

degree of tectonic stability at the ive remains questionable.

Page -2, Para. 1: For strain rates (horizontal) of 0.02 to 0.04 mm/km/yr

compression across a 63 km wie basin (e.g., the Pasco Basin), total

compression is 1.2 to 2.4 mm/yr or 1 cm every to 8 years, 1 m every 40 to

800 years. Possible recurrence, if all of the strain is elastic, and

concentrated in one structure, of 2 m every 80 to, 1603 years. On a thrust, 2

m o movement during one event is a very large displa:ement. How is this

strain distributed in surface rocks, and is the movement brittle failure from

stored elastic strain (as evidenced by disking in borehole cores) or plastic

(which seems improbable without sufficient overburden giving high geopressure)?

Page 8-3, Para. 1: The text states that basement structures in Snively Basin
correlate to surface structures, but that they do not correlate in other parts
of the Yakima fold belt. Why, in Chapter 7, is Snively Basin used in the

context of a "typical" basin in the Yakima fold belt?

Page 8-4, Para. 4: Price (982) concludes that "... folding strain should be

concentrated in areas of steeply dipping strata ... " yet borehole cores in

horizontal strata show disking from in-situ strain. Does this mean more
strain is present in the dipping strata? Where is the in- situ stress with
respect to a Mohr's envelope of brittle fracture diagram for basalts?

Page 84, Para. 5: Strain is given at 1 mm/yr for the basin. On page 8-2,
strain is given as 0.02 to 0.04 mm/km/yr. As the Pasco Basin is about 60 km

north to south (direction of compression), this 0.02 to 0.04 mm/km/yr gives
1.2 to 2.4 m/yr strain across the basin. Why do these figures vary from 1 to

2.4 Immyr?
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Page 8-5, Para. 1: Strain rates are compared to the central fault on Gable

Mountain. All cross-sections do not show this mountain faulted, much less

multiple faults as the word "central" implies. Displacement may be

distributed across imbricate systems which splay from a single fault or

decollement at depth. Does the strain rate increase if imbricate fault mdels

are used? Can it be shown that strain is evenly distributed across the Yakima

folds such that a low rate of deformation on one fold can be extrapolated

across the Pasco Basin?

Page 8-5, Para. 3: Epicente:s align on maps only on steeply dipping fault

plares. ave cross-sections been used to determine alignment of hypocenters

on faults with moderate, low, or no dip?

Page 8-6, Para. 3: "Tectonically stable" areas need a compa:ison with areas

of better unde:stoot seismicity (e.g., the San Andreas, the system of

strike-slip faults in southern California, northern Baja California, the Basin

and Range, the Rocky Mountain front in Colorado, and Kansas).

Chapter 9. References

Of the 233 references cited, it is interesting that only 19 are prior to

1970. This attests to the vast amount of work that has gone on in this area

in recent years.
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